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For squirmy little diners who need something to do-odle at dinner, this rendition in Deborah Zemke's

mega-selling placemat series (over seven hundred thousand sold!) features thirty-six

animal-themed, tear-off placemats. Each offers a fun drawing experience with step-by-step

instructions and cool trivia. Practical, portable, and perfect for doodling at the table or on the go!
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These cute placemats are so much fun to draw on while the children (and adults) are waiting for

Mom to get dinner on the table. They can easily take up 15-20 minutes, especially if you let your

little ones color them too. Some of the pictures are a little hard for a child under 6, but they can

enjoy trying with an adult's help. I bought them to keep my grandchildren entertained when they

come to our house.

I'm a dummy and didn't look at what age group this is for. I was thinking it was for possibly a small

toddler who just wanted some cool things to look at and scribble a bit. However, these are

semi-intricate steps for creating cartoons. It's a cool book. My nephew will just have to wait awhile to

use it.

We LOVE these books. We have purchased each one in the series that we have found and they



keep our son constructively, creatively busy. He is always proud of his accomplishments. Definitely

recommend all these books!

A very fun thing to keep little ones busy at a restaurant or while mom is cooking. I think it is a little

advanced for the younger ages recommended, but it probably depends on each child's ability as

well.

This has been very fun at dinner time, or just anytime at all! They are very descriptive on how to

draw, and they have you draw things a kid would want to know how to draw. I just wouldn't call

Doodles at Dinner because it really works for every meal! I recomend getting this if your looking for

fun, disposible place mats or something to just entertain your child. Hope you enjoy it!

the three year old who I purchased these for loved them. They were a cheap gift that she had to

start color right away

What an innovative way to sit down to dinner with kids and keep them occupied and also busy with

what they can create in a few minutes.

Great for kids starting to draw. My son loves these books and has become an even better artist.

Highly recommend you buy these books.
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